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CHAPTER-I 
INTRODUCTION 
Hypernucleus is a nucleus in which at least one nucleon 
is replaced by a hyperon. Hyperons are baryons heavier than 
nucleons that have non-zero values of the strangeness. A hy-
peron may bea/\,L,^ox SL • The symbolic representation 
of a hypernucleus is ^^'^'7. where A is the number of 
baryons» F indicates a hyperon and 2 is the charge of the 
hypernucleus including the hyperon. Recently, there is some 
indication of the existance of charmed hypernucleus also [l]« 
Therefore, one may expect hypernuclei of other flavours to 
also exist. Thus, in general, one can define a hypernucleus 
containing more than one hyperon or mixture of these. 
Insertion of a distinguishable tagged baryon in the 
nucleus may change the moment of inertia [2] of a deformed 
nucleus, rotation band structure, vibrational states of nuclei, 
fission process, magnetic and electric quadrupole moment etc. 
But all these properties are yet at a speculative stage; expe-
riments are to be planned and carried out to establish them. 
First hypernucleus of A -particle was discovered in 1953 
by Oanysz and Pniewski [3] in cosmic ray studies using emulsions. 
Since then a large number of new species have been discovered 
of using emulsion techniques [4]. From the kinematical analysis 
of decay fragments in nuclear emulsions, the binding energy 
(B^) in the hypernuclei has been measured. This is possible 
for light hypernuclei because one gets visible and measurable 
: 2 : 
recoil tracks only for light hypernuclei. Therefore, hypernuclei 
having baryon number A > 15 could not been measured uniquely 
in this way. 
The K!" interaction with Ag and Br nuclei in 
emulsions produces hypernuclei In the mass region 60 < A < 100. 
But the emitted pion can not be identified for a particular 
hypernucleus, and one can obtain a good estimate of the average 
A -binding energy in this mass region. The upper limit of 
A -binding energy in heavy hypernuclei has been estimated to 
be B « 22.7 + 0.4 MeV [5]. We have shown the plot of B 
values V8. A ' in fig* !• This plot shows monotonic increase 
of ground state A-binding energy in a hypernuclei as the mass 
no. A of the host nucleus increases till it reaches a constant 
value for very heavy hypernuclei. This sf^ emsto be a manifesta-
tion that there is no Pauli blocking for a A-particle in a 
nucleus. Such a property is expected to be exhibited for other 
hyperons also. The introduction of a hyperon creates an addi-
tional dynamical symmetry in hypernuclei which is not available 
in ordinary nuclei. 
The constituents of ordinary nucleus are neutrons and 
protons. At the quark level, protons are composed of uud 
quarks and neutrons of udd quarks. We can obtain a neutron 
from a proton by changing an up quark into a down quark. An 
isospin conserving interaction (strong) can not distinghish 
between the two* To list the dependence of the nuclear force 
I 3 
- 2 / 3 
P i g . l , The binding e n e r g i e s B^ vs ,h 
The two curves are f i t t e d to the 
values of B for th-^  identical 
A 
values of r , 
o 
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upon the quark flavour (type) one should use particles having 
different (from nucleon) quark flavours. Hyperons, with one, 
two or three strange quarks, permit such a test to be performed. 
With strange quark inside the nucleus, the new SU(3) symmetry 
appears, and old SU(2) symmetry vanishes. This brings a subtle 
change in energy levels and their ordering, an example of which 
is shown in fig. 2. The interaction between hyperons and nucle-
ons offers the possibility of studying the dependence of the 
nuclear force on the basis of the quark composition of the inter-
acting baryons. 
Due to strong residual N-N interaction, the deeply bound 
shell model states of nucleons are broadened in a normal nucleus 
However, the weak residual interaction betweenA-hyperon and 
neutron hole states gives rise to deeply bound states of A in 
a hypernucleus that are narrow and well isolated. This permits 
the study of shell model structure even in the lowest S-state. 
Due to the Inherent difficulties in emulsion technique as 
discussed earlier, in 1960's the low momentum iC beam 
( < 1 GeV/c) was constructed that provided the minimum require-
ments to start counter experiments. Later on, 25 GeV Proton 
synctotron was used to produce iC beams to operate at CERN, 
30 GeV AGS proton accelerator at Brookhaven National Laboratory, 
and 10 GeV proton accelerator in KEK (Japan). 
The present review will be devoted to the hypernuclei 
with only one A -particle bound to a nucleus, formed through 
: 5 : 
'nl2•'^'i\^^ 
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Fig.2. Deeply bound particle-hole configurations 
2 OS in Pb are displayed, 
A 
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( K T , H*") r e a c t i o n s , named strangeness-exchange r eac t ions (SEX). 
A large body of experimental data from CERN [6 ,7 ] and BNL [8-I0] 
are ava i l ab le on these react ions.The SEX reac t ions for the 
^ i -hypernucleus product ion, correspond to the elementary proce-
s s e s : 
(a) 
(b) 
KT + n — 
KT + p - > A + 11° 
The 1st r eac t ion i s mostly exp lo i t ed , for the 
production of hypernucle i . The second could not be used due to 
the d i f f i c u l t y in the de tec t ion of the neu t ra l n® in the 
e x i t channel . 
Due to the spec ia l kinematical p roper t i e s of the 
( K " , « * ) - r e a c t i o n s , the hypernuclei produced have well defined 
s t a t e s . Select ing the incoming kaon (K") momentum around 550 
MeV/c and pions in the forward d i r e c t i o n , the momentum t rans fe r 
becomes very small so t h a t subs t i t u t i ona l s t a t e s are predomi-
nant ly formed. 
The narrow dominant peak in the spectrum i s presumably 
a t t r i b u t e d to a d e f i n i t e A - p a r t i c l e neutron hole s t a t e . This 
gives r e l i a b l e information on the s t ruc tu re of the s t a t e s . 
Secondly, even with l imi ted K* f lux, one can ge t a s izeable 
c ros s - sec t ion of a few mb/sr, which permits useful s tudies* 
There are three well es tab l i shed theo re t i ca l techniques 
to study the reac t ion mechanism for (K**, n") p rocess . 
• 7 • 
I)• Distorted wave impulse approximation (DWIA) 
II). Distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) 
III). Glauber multiple scattering process. 
DWIA can be applied to inelastic scattering at energies 
above 100 MeV in the incident channel. At lower energies, the 
approximation most frequently used is the DWBA. 
At energies above 100 MeV, the lifetime of the compound 
states is of the same order as the transit time of a nuclear 
particle through the interaction region and the compound states 
are, therefore, not expected to play any role in the scattering 
process. This type of collision is regarded as 'impulse* which 
means that during the small interaction period the effect of 
nuclear forces on the struck nucleon by the other nucleons may 
be regarded as negligible, and the struck nucleon is considered 
to be free. In this case, the scattering amplitude of the inter 
acting pair in the nuclear medium is to a good apprxomiation, 
replaced by that of the free space, DWIA is found to have the 
same form as the DWBA in the first order. In multiple scatterin 
theory, the scattering amplitude is expressed in the form of a 
series. The terms of the series represent scattering from one, 
two or more target nucleons. It is a semi classical process 
under high energy approximation, DWIA and DWBA are potential 
approaches, whereas Galuber theory involves the basic two body 
interaction in terms of scattering amplitudes, A detailed 
: 8 : 
discussion of these methods is presented In Chapter IV. The 
organisation of the present review is as follows. In Chapter II 
section i we discuss the interaction of hyperons with nucleons 
and in section II,the decay modes of A in nuclear medium, etc. 
are discussed. The production processes of hypernuclei and 
their comparative study is given in Chapter III. In Chapter IV, 
systematic theoretical study of (K", n") reactions is developer* 
with the relevant formulae. In the last chapter, we briefly 
spell out the future plan of proposed research work to be 
carried out. 
: 9 : 
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CHAPTER II 
PROPERTIES OF HYPERNUCLEI 
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2 .1 Hyperon-nucleon fo rces , hyperon binding in nuc le i and 
d i f fe rences be tweenA-N and NN-forces 
The sources of information on YN i n t e r a c t i o n , where Y 
i s a hyperon, are 
( i ) Meson t h e o r i t i c models 
( i i ) Hyperon binding energy in hypernuclei 
( i i i ) A P Sca t te r ing experimental data 
( Iv) Hypernuclear spectroscopy 
(v) Quark c l u s t e r model of baryon-baryon in t e r ac t i on 
To study the YN i n t e r a c t i o n , the only model ava i lab le 
so fa r i s the one-boson-exchanga model developed by J . J . de 
Swart and co-workers a t the Univers i ty of Nijmegen [ l ] . 
In t h i s model, b a s i c a l l y , ihe well studied NN system 
i s takent and t h i s NN system i s formulated in a general ized 
form for the YN system assuming SU(3) symmetry for coupling 
between the baryons and bosons. 
In the one-meson exchange model of theA-N in t e r ac t i on 
« and / exchange are not allowed because the A i s an i s o -
s ca l a r ( 1 * 0 ) and w and / mesons are isovector ( I « 1) 
p a r t i c l e s . 
This ind ica tes t h a t the AN i n t e r a c t i o n does not have 
long range p a r t due to one pton exchange as well as tensor 
force , while both these forces are p resen t in the NN c a s e . 
: 11 : 
The two body A N spin-orbit force i s generated by the exchange 
of w mesons and in NN case both (i) and / mesons par t i c i -
pate* This may lead to s igni f icant difference in the behaviour 
of AN and NN spin-orbit forces . Two or more pions ( A + N —» 
——^  E •«• It + N > A + n + n + N '> A + N) may be exchanged 
to generate the longer range A N force ( <. ,7 fm); the shorter 
range AN force may be generated from the exchange of more than 
two pions or K-meson with or without an extra pion* The most 
important contributions forAN interaction are shown in f i g . 3 . 
Dal i tz and Von Hippel [2] have suggested that the AN 
interaction should have an isospin v io lat ing part. The A-part ic le 
has an isospin mixing of baryon and mesons within the SU(3) 
mult iplet . The A and E® di f fers in quantum numbers only by 
their isospin 0 and 1, respect ive ly . Due to th is impurity 
the one K** exchange i s allowed to a small extent . The ampli-
tude ofA-neutron and A-proton cases d i f fer in sign because I^ 
values for neutron and proton has opposite s ign. Hence theA N 
interaction has charge-symmetry breaking. We know from the NN 
interaction that one pion exchange leads to the dominance of the 
spin-spin and tensor forces . So the e f f e c t of isospin violat ing 
A N interaction should manifest in the different sp l i t t ing of 
the s i n g l e t and t r i p l e t s tates of mirror hypemuclei . But this 
s ingle reasoning i s not supported by experiments* 
The meson theori t ic model forAN contains many adjustable 
: 12 
A 
I 
_ri_ 
a) 
N N 
and 
N A 
b) 
K 
A A ^ a l 0 
N A m i 
n^  
M 
N 
F i g , 3 , (a) Most important cont r ibu t ion of A N in t e r ac t ion , 
(b) It ° exchange responsible for charge symmetry 
breaking e f f e c t s . 
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parameters [ 4 ] . T i l l now the experimental data onAP s c a t t e r i n g 
are not very abundant and p r e c i s e , so the meson t h e o r i t i c model 
does not seem su i t ab le for studying the AN in t e rac t ion a t the 
moment* However, while analysing the da ta on hypernuclei , one 
s t i l l t r i e s to r e t a i n some fea tures of the meson t h e o r i t i c model 
in the phenomenological model ofA N i n t e r a c t i o n . The lambda* 
binding energy B^, so f a r , i s one of the best ava i l ab le 
sources to e x t r a c t information on theA -nucleon i n t e r a c t i o n . 
A number of analyses have been performed to obtain the informa-
t ion about AN force from B^ values of hypemuc le i . Dif ferent 
authors used d i f f e r en t frameworks of ana lys i s [ 1 - 3 ] , [ 1 - 7 ] . 
The d i f f e r e n t nuclear models used in the ana lys i s of 
p - she l l hypemucle i are as follows: 
( i ) Var ia t iona l method 
( i i ) Hartree-Fock ca l cu l a t i on 
( i i i ) Clus te r ca l cu l a t i on 
( iv ) Shell model ca l cu la t ion 
Among these , the bes t s tudied one Is the shel l model. 
Gal , Soper and Da l i t z [8] in a very ear ly ca l cu la t ion 
of B^ values of p - s h e l l hypemucle i find i t necessary to 
include non-centra l and three-body force terms, while Mujib 
e t a l . [ 9 ] , concentra t ing on the s t ruc tu re of the core nucleus 
and wave funct ion, are qui te successful in explaining the same 
data with a simple spin-and state-dependent AN in t e r ac t i on [ lo] 
: 14 : 
We do not go i n t o the d e t a i l s of the various cipproaches. 
The most important ea r ly v a r i a t i o n a l ca lcu la t ion for 
s - she l l hypernuclei i s due to Herndon and Tang. Their ca lcu-
l a t i o n i s summarized together v;ith tha t of Dal i tz in re f . [ l l ] . 
Litter on Bodmer and Usmani [12,13] made an extensive 
v a r i a t i o n a l Monte-Carlo ca lcu la t ion on B. values for s-and 
A 
p- she l l hypernucle i . They used a cen t r a l Urbana type AN two-
n-exchange p o t e n t i a l of the form 
V A N - V ^ ) U - e + 6p,]. 
where 
Vo « V ^ ( r ) - 2Vo,(r) 
2 
2 
T^ - (1 + 3/x + 3/x2) ( eVx) ( l - e ' ^ ^ ) 
X s 0,7 r 
V c ( r ) - W^  [1 + exp ( r - R ) / a ] " ^ 
Here V, denotes s i n g l e t and t r i p l e t s t rengths 
Pji i s the space exchange opera tor , £.= 0,25 
T^ i s the one-n-exchange tensor p o t e n t i a l , 
Vg i s the Woods-Saxon repuls ive core with 
: 15 : 
W^  « 1237 MeV, R « 0*5 fm a = 0 .2 fm and 
Vj corresponds to 2n exchange mechanism. 
To overcome the overbinding problem of He, s trongly repuls ive 
Wigner type A NN forces were requi red . 
They were qui te successful in explaining A p - s c a t t e r i n g , 
B . va lues and D. the A binding in i n f i n i t e nuclear mat te r , 
in a s ing le cons i s t en t framework. 
The only d i r e c t source of information for the low 
BkomentumA N in t e r ac t i on i s the measured d i f f e r e n t i a l and t o t a l 
e l a s t i c c ross - sec t ion of A P s c a t t e r i n g experiments below 
3CX) MeV/c. These experiments are done in hydrogen bubble 
chamber with a stopped K**, as a source of A - p a r t i c l e . The 
measured cross sect ion i s dominated by s-wave s c a t t e r i n g . 
From f i t t i n g of the experimental da t a , the low energy 
s c a t t e r i n g parameters were found to be [14,15]» 
a « -1 .80 fm, r^ « 3.16 fm, 
where 'a* i s the s c a t t e r i n g length and »r • i s the e f fec t ive 
range* These parameters have a very wide v a r i a t i o n due to large 
u n c e r t a i n t i e s in the experimental A p s c a t t e r i n g d a t a . This 
shows t h a t the A p i n t e r a c t i o n i s somewhat weaker than the 
NN-interact ion, but the AN in t e r ac t i on is not considerably 
weaker, s ince i t produces a bound A Np system (^H). 
: 16 : 
To calculate the energy spectra of hypernuclei attempts 
have been made, both in the context of hypornuclear shell model 
and the cluster model. A shell model approach has been developed 
by '- i Dover et al. [16] and Auerbach et al. [17] and applied 
to ^ ^C. 
A 
11 
Most of the main features of C spectrum emerge from 
the weak coupling picture of A N interaction. But there is 
some disagreement between the experiment and weak coupling limit 
which is generated by the A u residual interaction V^ ^^  of the 
form 
with two body symmetric and antisymmetric spin orbit potentials 
In C spectra that 0** peak is attributed to hyper-
A ^ ^ 
nucleus angular momentum J z -^  and 15^ peak to 4 s t a t e . 
These va lues of j are obtained by coupling A P i /Q 3ind 
A P3/2 "to the 0 ground s t a t e of core nucleus ^ of hyper-
13 
nucleus C. These two s t a t e s should be degenerate (lO MeV) A 
in the absence of an i n t e r a c t i o n of <r^  with the nuclear co re . 
Experimental ly, there i s a small s h i f t of A E * 0»36 ± 0 . 3 MeV. 
This i s a measure of theA-nuc leus spin o r b i t s p l i t t i n g , which 
i s very small , with r e spec t to the NN case , which i s of the 
order of 6 MeV. The experimental and t h e o r e t i c a l r e l a t i v e 
: 17 : 
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cross section for (K , n ) reaction on C is shown in fig. 4, 
for two angles of outgoing n*. By the analysis of 0(l<",n") 
A 
spectra Boussy [18] also evaluated A N spin orbit interaction 
to be very small* 
The simplest c luster model of , Be was a + o + A • 
But t h i s cannot explain the 19 MeV peak in the (K*, w") spectrum. 
Recently^ the c luster model has been extended [19] in the form 
a + a + A configuration where a i s an excited state of a-
p a r t i c l e . 
Recently, FsCessler [ 2 0 ] , with his group at the university 
of Tubingen, has studied the hyperon-nucleon scattering in the 
non-re la t iv i s t i c quark cluster model. The medium and long range 
part of the hyperon-nucleon interaction i s mediated by the one 
boson exchange. For the short-range p a r t of interaction, one 
gluon exchange between quarks is taken to c o n t r i b u t e . The quark 
confinement potential in the Hamiltonian of six quarks i s a lso 
used* They took into account the njass difference between up, 
down, and strange quarks. This s ingle parameter (coupling 
constant of o*-meson) used in t h e i r ca lcu la t ion was f i t t ed to 
the experimental A p d a t a . Most of the 3ow energy data of 
hyperon-nucleon scattering was well reproduced by their model. 
S-.N interaction; 
Recently a narrow I s t ruc tu re ha^ been seen in (K^jii-) 
: 18 : 
«c-: 
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KC 
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n. 
li 
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l i I - I I I 1 ; 
0 i X5 1". ; T , 1 V) 
F i g . 4 , D i f f e r e n t i a l cross sent^on oL 0, . = 4° 
and 15° as a f u n c t i o n of e x c i t a t i o n energy for 
•^^ C (K~,w* ) ^^C r e a c t i o n a t 800 Mev/C. The 
e x p e r i m e n t a l d a t a of May e t a l . are shown in 
upper ha l f , and DWlA she' l l inc^Je] c a l c u l a t i o n 
of Auerbach e t a l . a r e shc-^ -zn lyiX.o.i, 
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strangeness, exchange reac t ions on nuclear t a rge t s a t CERN [ 2 1 ] , 
and l a t e r a t Brookhaven [22] and KEK [ 2 3 ] . 
The well depth for Z" has been ext rac ted from Z" atom 
s tud ies [24] and i t was found to be deep enough to support 
nuclear bound s t a t e s , though being somewhat shallower than tha t 
for A . 
To give a model for the EN res idua l i n t e r ac t i on [25] 
in the many body system, Dover e t a l . have taken the she l l model 
ana lys i s of p - she l l E-hypernuclei . They assumed v -^ as a t t r a -
c t i v e . Taking the OBE [25] po t en t i a l model, which account for 
the EN sca t t e r ing da ta , they predicted the complex well depth 
(V- - iWj,) of E-nucleus p o t e n t i a l . They fur ther found tha t IN 
tensor and spin o r b i t forces are <3lso important. 
According to OBE model the EN in t e r ac t i on i s character ized 
by strong a t t r a c t i o n in the 1„ , I = 3/2 and 3- , I = TJ EN 
^0 ^1 "^ 
channels and much weaker a t t r a c t i o n or even repulsion for S^., 
I « 2 and hj^, I = 3 /2 . 
For cut-off r a d i i near 1.2 fm the sp in- i sospin average 
of the EN cen t ra l matrix elements [A V ( I « 1/2) + 2/3 V 
( I • 3 /2)] i s about 20/. weaker than V for the AN i n t e r a c t i o n . 
The spin o r b i t s p l i t t i n g E (E) for E p a r t i c l e in p, / j and 
p<j/2 o r b i t s i n t e r ac t i ng with an 3 core Is given by 
t p U ) . . 6 3 j ^ ^ . ^ S , ( l - i ) * | I j ( I = | ) 
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And comparing this with part i c l e , i t i s observed that the 
spin orbit sp l i t t ing for the ZN i s only s l i gh t ly larger than 
that for the AN* 
The masses are dif ferent for di f ferent charge s tates of 
£ p a r t i c l e . The masses are as follows: 
miZ*) « 1189.37 mev 
m(£*^ ) - 1192.46 mev 
md") - 1197.34 mev 
Isospin symmetry i s broken by terms involving mass differences 
and coulomb energies . 
On the charge basis i t can be written as: 
MuJS'^) - M = 267.04 - B , Hy j , f 
Mj^  (Z") - M - 275.02 - B _ 
M^yd:®) - M « 271 - B ^ » 
where B^  includes both the coulomb and strong interaction 
contribution to hyperon binding energy, and the threshold for 
£ emission for each charge state are obtained for B. >• 0 . 
The off diagonal matrix element for £"*" and S® configuration 
i s given by ^ V"2 ^ B and for large value of A B isospin 
mixing may happen. The quark gluon model of Pirner [26] predicts 
a large value of V ^ with the same sign as V ^ , in contrast 
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to the neson exchange potential* 
According to SU(3) model the isospin dependent part [27] 
is related by 
S J N 
For I-hypernuclei with N ^ Z sizable isospin splitting may 
happen* 
(S • 2) hypernuclel are those with double strangeness. 
These hypernuclei can provide useful information about hyperon-
nucleon interaction [27,31]. From the emulsion exposed to K~ 
beams» a few events of ^  hypernuclei have been found. The 
earliest investigation of B — data was performed by Bechdolf 
et al. [31]. He used a well depth of 26 MeV. 
The investigation by Dover and Gal [25] has shown the 
weakeness of theELN interaction relative to the AN interaction. 
A systematic analysis of B_ data has been carried out 
by Shoeb and :> Rahman Khan [32]. They have solved the 
two body Schr'ddinger equation to obtain the central depth of ^-
nucleus and A -nucleus potential. For this second method they 
used realistic charge density of the relevant core nucleus. 
The result of their investigation was that the effective two 
bodyr^N potential is a little weaker than effective AN potential. 
From the analysis of Lalazissis and Massen [33] the 
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rat io of \^ N / \?„ i s found to be < 0 . 8 . 
IT* AN "* 
2»2 Decay modes of hypernuclei. 
The importance of studying the decay modes of hypernuclei 
was recognised first by Cheston and Primakoff [34] in the early 
fifties. 
The As-hyperon bound to a nucleus, decays with a life 
time typical of weak processes T = lo" sec. This life time is 
•22 long compared to time scale of strong and (10 sees.) and 
electromagnetic interactions. A hypernucleus typically formed 
in a (K", %") reaction is in excited state with A in one of 
its higher orbits. But electromagnetic gamma decay and/or 
nuclear Auger process bring the hyperon to the lowest available 
state in a time much faster than the weak decay process. So» 
most of the weak decays of hypernuclei take place from the 
ground states. 
The weak decay mode of hypernuclei is divided into two 
main branches [35] as follows: 
(a) Mesonic decays: 
( i) A '> p + n' + 38 MGV - (B - B ) 
A P 
(ii) A > n + i;° + 41 MeV - (B - B^ )^ 
(b) Non-mesonic decays: 
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( I ) /V + p > n "»- p + 177 MeV - (B^+ Bp) 
( i i ) A + n > n + n + 176 MeV - (B^+ B^) 
where B and B are binding energies of the proton and the 
neutron * 
Th® non-mesonic decay i s easy to recognize through 
de tec t ion of the emission of high energy neutrons and pro tons . 
The non-mesonic decay of hypernuclei i s a unique case of s t rang-
eness changing weak decay process where four s t rongly In te rac t ing 
fermions are involved. Mesonic and non-mesonic s t rangeness-
changing weak decay of the p a r t i c l e i s shown in f i g . 5* 
The mesonic decay i s e a s i l y iden t i f i ed through detec t ion 
of the charged pions , tT . The t o t a l decay r a t e , P ( ^ ) which 
i s inverse of the t 6 t a l l i f e time T i s equal to the sum of the 
four p a r t i a l r a t e s : 
<^) •|-'^„(«") *'^„(''°) ^f'nJP) *^bm(")-
The mesonic decay branches are analogus to the decay of a free 
lambda, and have been reviewed by Dover and Walker [ 3 6 ] . The 
r a t i o of the mesonic to non-mesonic decay r a t e s i s expected to 
vary as a function of the hypemuclear mass. The mesonic decay 
r a t e s are favoured in l i g h t hypernuclei (A « 3 ,4 ) , where as 
for heavier hypernuclei non-mesonic r a t e s dominate. 
I 24 
P i g , 5 . Mesonic and non-mesonic s t rangeness 
changing weak decay o f A - p a ^ t i c l e , 
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A decaying A at rest releases only 5,7 (5.4) MeV to 
neutron (proton) with a corresponding nucleon momentum of 
104 (100) MeV/C« The energy released to the nucleon is smaller 
than the typical binding energies of the A in its ground state, 
and the nucleon must remain bourd. However, since nuclei have 
fermi momentum IC of approximately 270 MeV/c nucleon state 
in the vicinity of 100 MeV/c will be occupied, and the decay 
rate will be strongly suppressed* 
That the A N >NN processes dominateAN > Nu 
process has been borne out by a series of experiments [37]. 
From the experimental results one may find that for A » 12, 
^ n m ^ ^ree * ^^^^ ^®® ^" "^^^ "^^  renewed the theoretical interest 
in understanding the A N > NN process. 
: 26 : 
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CHAPTER X U 
PRODUCTION MECHANISMS FOP. HYPHRNUCLEI 
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In 1952, the f i r s t hypernucleu? was detected in a nuclear 
emulsion p l a t e exposed to cosmic r a d i a t i o n . Since then a l imited 
number of l i g h t hypemucle i in t h e i r ground s t a t e were detected 
and s tudied using emulsion techniq>j'?. 
Due to the inherent l i m i t a t i o n s of the emulsion technique 
the p rope r t i e s of heavier hypemuclei could not be s tudied un-
ambigously* In the l a s t two decades^ with the advancement in 
the experimental methods and acce le ra to r technology, i t has 
become poss ible to produce hypemuclei of desired mass in the 
ground or exci ted s t a t e s . These f a c i l i t i e s are ava i lab le from 
proton synchrotron operat ing above 10 GeV/c a t CERN, BNL (USA) 
and KEK (Japan) . The following mechanisms the production of 
hypemucle i are being employed or a c t u a l l y being considered. 
1 . Strangeness exchange (SEX) r e a c t i o n s . 
2« Associated production 
3 . Electromagnetic production 
At present the f i r s t two are being used to produce 
hypemuclei* The l a s t one has been proposed and the data on 
hypemucle i i s ye t to come. In the forthcoming l i n e s , a br ief 
d iscuss ion of these processes i s presented . 
3 .1 Strangeness exchange reac t ion (K"*,n"). 
The elementary processes of s trangeness exchange reac t ion 
for K* and nucleon are as follows: 
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(a) 
( b ) 
(c) 
(d ) 
K + n -
i\ + p 
K* + n -
K" + p -
? A + n 
1 V°»"* 4 1f^ "'*^ 
Among these, only those havinq charged mesons in the 
exit channel have been studied extensively. The process with 
nO in the final state are not studied due to the difficulty 
in detection of high resolution %^, 
In strangeness exchange reactions, the strangeness is 
transferred from iC meson to the neutron, converting it into 
a hyperon. The great advantage of (K", it") reaction is that, 
its kinematical condition may be controlled in such a way that, 
the produced hyperon has very low momentum and may be attached 
to the nucleus very readily. In (K*, n") reactions ground stat< 
as well as excited states of hypernuclei may be produced* 
The K^N )An" process is exoergic. There exists 
an incident kaon monentum for which the momentum transfer to A 
is zero at 9 • 0* This momentum in the incident channel is 
known as magic momentum. The momentum transfer is very small 
for any incident kaon momentum, near the magic momentum* Under 
such kinematical conditions, the produced A -particle remains 
in the same orbit in which the 'SEX* reaction took place* The 
final hypernuclear state is of very simple configuration, due 
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to the direct production mechanism. This is caiied * recoilless 
A -production*• 
For high momentum transfer (near to or more than nuclear 
Fermi momentum) the produced A -particle gets a high recoil-
momentum and it jumps to any orbit other than the one in which 
it was produced. This process is known as *Quasi-free \ -
production* The substitutional O"*" states of hypernuclei are 
populated with sizable cross section. For incident angle 9 j^  0, 
the states with j j^  0 are produced with a cross section 
considerably reduced with respect to that for the 0 states. 
So, (K"",*") reactions provide low spin hypernuclear spectroscopy. 
The strangeness exchange reactions have been studied extensively 
both theoretically and experimentally [l-4]. Detailed discussion 
on theoretical aspects will be given in chapter IV. 
The experiments of (K^jn") reactions are quite time 
consuming. Till now, the intensity available for kaon beam is 
A 
not very high (of the order of 10 kaons /burs t ) . The low energy 
kaon beam permits only E = 2-4 MeV energy resolution experiments 
On the other hand, comparatively higher energy pion 
beams with high fluxes are avai lable in the so-cal led meson 
f a c t o r i e s . Therefore, during the l a s t decade, an alternative 
method of producing hypernuclei through associated production 
process (u ,k ) has become important. 
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3*2 Associated production. 
The first hypernucleus from associated production process 
using experimental facilities at Brookhaven AGS [5] was reported 
by Theissen* The corresponding elementary processes are as 
follows: 
(a) «"*• + n > A ^ + k"*" 
(b) %* + n ^ £**'"*• + k'"''* 
(c) Tc"^  + p ^ Z* + k"^  
Due to the charge independence of the interaction» 
cross section for %*n » k'*"A or k"*"Z are identical 
with the cross sections for tTp > k°A or k^ E*^ , which 
are the actually- measured quantities in the experiments. So, 
the processes with charged mesons in the exit channel are 
studied extensively using a charged particle magnetic spectro-
meter to detect the final state kaon. 
The above listed processes are known as associated 
production due to the reason that, strange particles are 
produced in conjugate pairs with equal and opposite strangeness 
from the initial system of strangeness zero. From the study 
of the dependence of the cross-section on the incident momentum, 
a sharp peak is observed near p^ ^-^ 1.04 GeV/c. This momentun 
^lab 
is called the 'magic momentum' for the process. Under such 
kinematical condition the momentum transfer to hyperon is very 
high (q > 350 MeV/c) and hence the probability of high spin 
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s ta tes gett ing populated i s enhanced [6]« At higher momenta 
many other channels open up (u n ) k y , Ic A e t c . ) and 
the importance of the channel of in teres t diminishes. 
To study the e s sent ia l physical features of the high 
momentum transfer process^plane wave approximation (to be 
abbreviated as PWA) i s used. To calculate the cross section 
one can also use distorted wave for pions and kaons in the 
optical model potent ia l s . In this case, the cross-sect ion i s 
reduced by 10~30j< with respect to PWA r e s u l t s , leaving the 
angular shape unchanged. The OWIA calculations for the process 
(«"*", K"*") by Dover e t al [7] showed that the reaction i s well 
suited for populating non-substitutional high sp inA-s ing le 
part ic le states due to the high momentum transfer to A• The 
reco i l ing /S. i s with high l inear momentum, and i t can only be 
matched to a correspondingly high angular momentum. The transi-
tion form factor F(q) for (ic , K ) reaction with ©r = 0 , 
corresponds to the peak for a highf^r J value, th is i s called 
the optimal matching of q and J. For optimal matching the 
re lat ion i s 
J « (bq)2/2 
with b = b„ A '^'^  and b^ ^ 0 . 6 fm, one findrthat 
o 0 
J a A 2 / 3 . 
For heavier hypernuclei (A > 60) the matching is obtained 
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for l a r g e r inc ident momentujn, where the cross sect ion f a l l s , 
well below the peak. But for A < 60 one can ge t the matching 
a t ^ , where the elementary c ros s - sec t ion i s maximum. 
For DWIA c a l c u l a t i o n s the input required, are 
1 . Dis to r t ed wave for inc iden t pion and outgoing kaon. 
2 . Two body t r a n s i t i o n amplitudes for w n ^ k A 
process . 
For the f i r s t inpu t , Dover e t a l took p a r t i a l wave 
decomposition of momentum space d i s t o r t e d waves [ 8 ] , and also 
the eikonal d i s t o r t e d waves ( Eix ) [9] and compared the r e s u l t 
for the two processes . For both the processes r e s u l t s were in 
agreement and lead to c ross - sec t ions l e s s by a fac tor 5-10 than 
the PWA r e s u l t s . 
The outgoing k i s a weakly i n t e r ac t i ng p a r t i c l e with 
nucleons. The reason i s tha t k i s a strange p a r t i c l e with 
s t rangeness -fl. k N systems do not have any resonant s t ruc ture 
due to the non-existance of any hadrons with strangeness -fl, and 
a t 800 MeV/c inc ident momentum of k^ the cross sec t ion i s only 
13 mb/Sr. I t ' s mean free path i s t yp ica l ly l a rge r than 5-7 fm. 
This leads to l e s s d i s t o r t i o n in {%'*'f k"*") reac t ion and eikonal 
approximation for d i s t o r t i o n ca lcu la t ion i s quite reasonable . 
A recent she l l model ca l cu l a t i on of / \ -hypernuclear 
spect ra from (n , k ) experiments wao ca r r i ed out by Hausmann 
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e t a l . [lO] and resu l t s were compaiGd witt\ the data taken from 
BNL [ 1 1 ] . 
The double d i f ferent ia l c ross - sec t ion for the (n , K"*") 
reactions in the laboratory system leading to a /y-hypernucleus 
in the forward direction with angular momentum J was ca lculated 
from. 
d<r + ^ 
where u is the energy transfer (E^ - E^), ( ) fn n — > K A ; 
" ^ d-Q. 0* 
i s the laboratory cross-sect ion for the elementary reaction 
(ij + n > A + K ) and X, i s "the kinematical factor due to 
the transformation from the lab to centre of mass system. They 
d<r + 
used (——) _u n > K A = ^00 mb/sr for pion roomentua 
dSL 0° 
p„ « 1050 MeV/c. 
For a closed shel l neutron target and a part ic le-hole 
hypernuclear state [ 1 2 ] • 
J -1 "^  (K n^ A^ 2 
Neff (J »Jn ) » (2J+1) (2J^-h 1) (2j^+l) ^ |F(q) | 
. . . ( 3 2 ) 
with 
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2 
The function jj(qr) i s the radial part which appears 
in the partial wave expansion of outgoing distorted waves. 
In case of plane wave i t reduces to the spherical Bessels 
function j j ( q r ) . 
Th© bound state wave functions for neutron and A were 
calculated using Woods-Saxon po t en t i a l and the potential para-
meters forA-hyperon were taken fxom re f . [ 1 3 ] , The product 
of the scattering wave functions for the incoming pion and 
outgoing kaon was taken in eikonol approximation as 
^ ( r ) ^ ^ ( r ) = exp [ i c l . l ] C^3^^^ {»•) . . . ( 3 . 4 ) 
In the reaction (n , k ) the k in the exit channel 
interacts weakly with the nuclear matter, covers a long mean 
free path, and the distortion is less, and this has several 
advantage over the (K*, %") process. 
In the plane wave approximation, the phenomenological 
distortion factor C^ist^b) for light hypernucleus is taken as 
^dist • ~5 f^  - ^^ P^ (-'^) (x+1)] ... (3.5) 
where R i s the equivalent radius of homogeneous spherical eq 
density dis tr ibut ion; <r i s the isospin averaged meson-nucleon 
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OSS seciion» ana j »u«±/ nr*" 
densi ty . 
tota l cross t ion, d f « 0.17 fm is the nuclear matter 
For heavier hypernuclei the authors [14] took a b 
dependent phenomenological d i s t o r t i o n fac to r as; 
2 A(r b^ 
^r f ie t °* ^^ f 5 ®^P ^ ^ )3 • • • (3.6) 
with b « r (l - Cos ©)/ ^  This distortion factor is dependent 
on the partial waves, and gives improved results. This analysis 
has been carried out within the conventional picture of nucleus 
where constituent baryons are treated as structureless. 
The high degree of consistency of the simplest possible 
shell model analysis suggested that the hyperons^ do survive as 
a distinct baryonic species deep inside nuclei. 
3»3 Electromagnetic Production. 
Th® basic idea of electromagnetic production of hyper-
nuclei is to use the process Y + p • • > A •«- k"*". The initial 
photon (y) may be a real or a virtual one created by the elect-
ron (fig. 6). If the proton is within a nucleus, the target 
nucleus will be converted into a hypernucleus. 
This is also an example of associated production. Hyper-
nuclei will be produced by this process, with the construction 
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Fig,6. Hypernuclear electromagnetic production 
from real and virtual photon. 
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of high intensity 4-GeV continuous e l ec t ron beam f a c i l i t y [ 1 5 ] . 
From theoretical es t imates the threshold [ l 6 ] for 
(Y» Ic"*") reaction on nuc le i to produce a hyperon i s greater than 
720 MeV. 
M 4. N+1 
Y 4. "A > K + 7 lA Threshold MeV/c 
z '•"^ 
A 720 
Z° 800 
E " 805 
In (Y» ^ ) process the mass of the incident photon 
i s neg l ig ib le , so the momentum t rans fe r to the hyperon i s high 
(above #2 GeV/c). Like the (u , k ) r eac t ions the t r a n s i t i o n 
form factor i s larger for la rger J va lues , and hence the 
high spin s t a t e s are p r e f e r e n t i a l l y populated. 
But the dynamics of the (n , k ) and (y , k ) r eac t ions 
are qui te d i s t i n c t , n i s a zero spin incident p a r t i c l e , the 
r eac t ion induced by n leads to a non s p i n - f l i p A S = 0 
f i n a l s t a t e . But in (y , k ) r e ac t i on , the incident photon 
i s of spin 1, and hence spin f l i p uii S « 1 s t a t e s are preferen-
t i a l l y populated [ 1 7 ] , 
The ca lcu la ted cross sec t ion of hypernuclear production 
in electromagnetic r eac t ions i s of the order of few ten ths of 
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a microbarn which i s very small to be measured. But with the 
development of acce l e ra to r and de tec to r technology t h i s produc-
t ion cross sec t ion may be observable . 
Theore t i ca l ly , the cross sec t ion for electromagnetic 
production can be evaluated using DWIA from the e a r l i e r work 
of charged pion photo - production by Singham e t a l . [ l 8 ] . The 
expression for the cross sect ion i s ; 
d<r f f i __ ^ ^ , w. 2 
d-a. 2(2Jj|^+i) i^ti^ 
. . . (3 .7 
with the photo-production operator 
V_^  operator changes a proton in to a A • The i n i t i a l s t a t e 
cons i s t s of the photon of momentum k" and po la r i za t ion X 
and the nuclear t a r g e t described by a she l l model wave function 
with angular momentum J^M^. The f ina l s t a t e contains the 
hypernucleus with angular momentum J^M^ with associa ted she l l 
model wave function and the kaon d i s t o r t e d wave. 
The k nucleus o p t i c a l p o t e n t i a l is taken of the form 
2 1 *" 
" o p t " ~'*'''^^^^) t^ •*• — 3 ' ^ f ( r ) ^3-5 
2E^ ""N 
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Where f (r) is the nuclear density and 'b* has the meaning as 
on page 3^ and is obtained from k N amplitudes. 
3*4 Comparative study of various production mechanisms 
of hypemuclei: 
The strangness exchange process for a hypernuclear 
production is a process where a strangness is just transferred 
from a strange meson to a baryon, i»e. (iC N — > / X K " ) • But 
in associated production process i.e (n^N > A k"*") the 
strangeness is created in the exit channel from zero strangeness 
initial channel. 
The (K'',U"') reaction process and (i;^ ,k"*") reaction process 
show different natures even in the light systems, which becomes 
more disclosed in heavier systems. 
From the work of many authors [lO,20J, we know that 
( Kr,n ) reaction is characterized by very low momentum transfer 
to the baryon, and excite 6 S = 0, low angular momentum hyper-
nuclear states. However in the (n'^t^^) reaction, the momentum 
transfer is large, and higher angular momentum states with 
As = 0 are excited. Substitutional final hypernuclear states 
are favoured in (lC,n"*) process, whereas relatively strong 
enhancement of non-substitutional states are seen in (n"*",k"*") 
process. In both the cases the incident particles (k"*" and n^) 
are spinless, and, therefore, no spin is transferred to the 
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hypernudear s t a t e s . But in the (Y»k ) process, y i s a 
spin 1 massless boson« So, this process preferential ly 
populates A S = 1 high angular momentum hypernudear s t a t e s . 
Such s ta tes can provide complete information of hypernudear 
spectra and transit ion rates* This wi l l improve our knowledge 
of AN interaction by imposing new res tr i c t ions on the model. 
The comparative momentum transfer diagram i s shown in f i g . 7. 
The most Important advantage of (K ^iT) reaction over 
(« ,k ) and (Y»1C ) i s that of high cross-sect ion for the 
elementary reaction (KTN > AW") compared to the other two. 
But in th i s process, due to the strong s e l e c t i v i t y of r e c o i l l e s s 
A production, i t i s impossible to detect ground s tates of 
heavier hypernuclei. At this point (n"*", k*) reactions are 
superior to ( iT , «"*) react ions . The large momentum transfer 
nature of {%"*", k"*") reactions makes i t possible to populate 
ground state of heavier hypernuclei. F ig . 8 compares the 
J-dependence of the N^^^ ( [n '^ l j ) in the(«"*", k"^ ) and (K", n") 
react ions . 
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CHAPTER IV 
STRANGENESS EXCHANGE (K". U") REACTIONS (SEX) 
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4 .1 In t roduct ion 
When a K*" h i t s a t a rge t nucleus a process taking place 
i s t h a t a neutron i s changed in to a / \ and a n" leaves the 
nuc leus . The nucleus i s then transformed into a hypernucleus 
symbolically represented by A_+l,These reac t ion processes 
are known as s t rangeness exchange'(SEX) r eac t i ons , f i r s t pointed 
out by Lipkin [ l ] . 
Two types of experiments are used to produce hypernuclei 
in 'SEX* r e a c t i o n s , capture of kaons in f l i g h t and of kaons a t 
r e s t . In the f i r s t case , both kaon and pion have non-zero 
momenta. For a kaon momentum of about 500 MeV/c and the pro-
duction of low-lying hypernuclear s t a t e s , the magnitude of the 
pion momentum i s equal ly l a r g e . For kaon momenta of several 
hundred MeV/c and for pion production in the forward d i r e c t i o n , 
a t which the experiment are done, the momentum t ransfer red to 
the hypernucleus i s qui te smal l . The lab momentum t r a n s f e r , 
q a t 9, a 0 as a function of inc ident momentum for 'SEX* 
r eac t i ons i s shown in f i g . [ 9 ] . 
For kaon capture a t r e s t , the stopped kaon which occupies 
a 'Bohr orbi t* in the host nucleus, cascades down to the host 
nucleus for the r eac t ion to s t a r t . The c ross - sec t ion in t h i s 
process i s too low to be considered and the re levant quant i ty 
i s the formation r a t e of a p a r t i c u l a r hypernuclear s t a t e [ 3 ] . 
: 48 
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From f i g . 9 we see t h a t q remains small compaied to the 
nucleon Fermi momentum Pp « 270 MeV/c for p,^  £ 800 MeV/c. 
Under such kinematical condi t ions the strangeness excha-
nge r eac t ion j u s t turns a neutron in the nucleus in to a A -
p a r t i c l e without changing the wave func t ion . The A - p a r t i c l e 
remains in the same o r b i t in which the strangeness exchange 
r eac t ion took p l ace . This process i s known as r e c o i l e s s A -
product ion. In t h i s case , the A -nucleus system can be compared 
d i r e c t l y to the N-nucleus system* without a de ta i l ed ana lys i s 
of hypernuclear conf igura t ion . 
On the cont ra ry , when the r e c o i l i s of the order of 
nucleon Fermi momentum there i s an appreciable p robab i l i t y of A 
being t rans fe r red to a new o r b i t leaving the reac t ion o r b i t . 
This process i s known as 'Quasi-free A - p r o d u c t i o n ' . Quasi-free 
t r a n s i t i o n s are an i n e l a s t i c process , where the r e c o i l i s t r a n s -
fer red to a A - p a r t i c l e . 
In f i g . 10 the r e c o l l e s s and quas i - f ree A -product ion 
i s shown diagramat ica l ly [ 4 ] • 
One can s t a r t to begin with a d iscuss ion of the simplest 
vers ion of the A -hypernuclear she l l model, which Is described 
in terms of the e x c i t a t i o n ofA - p a r t i c l e - n e u t r o n hole ( A n"^) 
s t a t e s by the (K*, n") process . In very l i g h t hypernuclei , 
12 l ike C, the narrow peaks due to p a r t i c u l a r A ~!-^rt icl >~n<?utron A 
hole s t a t e s dominate the spectrum. For heavier systems, the 
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Pig ,10 , Recoi l less and quasifree / \ -p roduc t ion i s shown 
schematically. 
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q u a s i - e l a s t i c p a r t of the spectrum becomes r e l a t i v e l y more 
important , because heavier nucle i with higher level d e n s i t i e s 
provide more possible s t a t e s . 
The s t a t e s populated by r e c o i l e s s A -product ion, usual ly 
r e fe r red to as s t rangeness exchange resonances, are highly 
exci ted and embedded in a continuum. The strangeness exchange 
resonance i s a A - p a r t i c l e neutron-hole s t a t e , the energy of 
which i s the sum of the neutron-hole and A - p a r t i c l e e x c i t a t i o n s . 
This i s not genera l ly the s t a t e corresponding to the hyper-
12 
nuclear ground s t a t e . (For the sake of c l a r i f i c a t i o n ^C is 
V 1 2 • 
taken as example). Two components are re levan t for th i s C 
(ft^= 0) s t a t e as shown in f i g . 11a. and l i b . [ 5 ] . 
X 
X X X X 
ox 
- I p — -
-IS 
X 0 XXX 
XX X 
0 XXX 
XX 
n n 
hu E - hu 
(a) 
E*0(g.s) 
(b) 
—1 12 
F i g . 1 1 . A n p a r t i c l e - h o l e e x c i t a t i o n of " C which are 
expected to be observed as \ C s t a t e s formed in the reac t ion 
A 
(a) Pa r t i c l e^ho le e x c i t a t i o n s involving the same s h e l l . The 
unperturbed she l l model e x c i t a t i o n energies with r e spec t 12 => r-
to the y^C ground s t a t e are given. 
(b) The she l l model desc r ip t ion of the ^^C ground s t a t e , where 
as the neutron belongs to the P3/2 she l l [ 5 ] . 
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1Q # "* + 
The first component of C is ( A Sj^ y2 ® "^  ^ 1/2^ ^  
and the other component is (^P3/2 ® ^ ^ 3/2^ ^  • 
These two states may combine to give a coherent combination 
^ V (t =0) «V"2 |A(ls)n*^ (Is > 4 V4l A(lP)n"'^  |lp > 
A 
Here the coef f ic ients squared are equal to the number of neutrons 
in the appropriate s h e l l . The exc i tat ion energy of the f i r s t 
component i s 17*5 MeV and the second component i s 11*5 MeV. 
The particle«rhole matrix elements of the r e s idua l A N 
potential are typical ly of the order of 1 MeV or less* In 
l i g h t hypernuclei where only a few An" states of given spin 
and parity come into play, V. j . does not usual ly induce s i g n i f i -
cant configuration mixing. The matrix elements of y^^ are 
small compared to the differences in unperturbed AN" energies. 
So the coherence wi l l be destroyed and one can expect two 
separate excited s tates corresponding to E =Kw and E = tiw 
above the ground s t a t e . 
The kinematical properties of the SEX reac t ions are 
suitable for the ' invariant mass experiments*. A systematic 
study of the hypemuclear states may be done by j u s t measuring 
the momentum of the incoming kaon and the outgoinq pion. 
Taking incident kaon momentum as 500 MeV/c and de tec t ing 
pions at 0° the A - p a r t i c l e s are produced without a l e c o i l . 
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The produced states are purely substitutional. But by increasing 
the kaon momenta or by detecting the outgoing pions at angles 
larger than zero, one can get hypernuclear states with 
M « 1» A L = 2 so on. 
In ordinary nuclear physics, the excitation energy for 
specific states are characterized in terms of mass difference 
between excited state and the ground state. But in hypernuclear 
physics the excited states are characterized by the mass diff-
erence between the hypernuclear state M^ and the ground state 
of the target nucleus M. used in the SEX reaction, and this 
mass difference (Mj,y - M.) is known as the transformation 
energy, which is given by the relation 
**Hy " **A " **Hy " "target ••' ^ ^'^^ 
The A-binding energy in the hypernucleus is given by 
\ == "target " "n "^  "^ * ^ n " *«Hy' ••• ^^-2) 
where B^ ^ is the binding energy of the last neutron in the 
target, and m^ is the mass of the particle of the type a. 
A A-particle bound to a core-nuclear ground state always 
reproduces positive B value. Fig. 12 shows different A -
A 
hypernuclear spect ra measured in ( K T , ii~) r eac t ions [ 6 ] . 
B^ «• 0 MeV s t a t e presumably a lso belongs to the one-step 
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strangeness exchange reaction, where only one neutron in the 
nucleus is converted into a A without disturbing the others . 
This allows us for quantitative calculation with a definite 
part icle-hole s t a t e . 
Nuclear effects in (K~, n") reactions 
In the optical model, a nucleus is represented by a 
complex poten t ia l . The real part accountsfor refraction and 
the imaginary part for absorption of the incident wave. If 
the energy of the incident charged par t ic le is large enough to 
overcome the coulomb barr ier of the target nucleus, the incoming 
and outgoing waves are distorted by the nuclear po ten t ia l . To 
obtain an essential agreement between theory and experimental 
r e s u l t s , i t is essent ia l to take these dis tor t ion effects into • 
account. 
In one-step process, involving inelas t ic scat ter ing, the 
incident par t ic le K" suffers an inelas t ic coll is ion with one 
of the target nucleons without the formation of the compound 
nucleus. Interaction with one or more nucleons of the target 
nucleus may occur, but one can select the one-step events at 
0** by selecting the coll inear VT and n" beams. Under this 
par t icular choice the kinematics of the strangeness exchange 
reaction strongly resembles the kinematics of the e l a s t i c 
scat ter ing, which is shown inf f ig . 13. The transverse recoil 
momentum of the A-pa r t i c l e is given by 
: 56 X 
Fig,13, Kinematics of the strangeness exchange 
reactions in the forward direction of 
kaon momenta between 3U0 and 1000 Mev/C, 
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q^ m 2^ Sin a/2 . . . (4.3) 
where a i s the r eac t ion angle and ^x^^^ "^^j^* So the 
d i r e c t i n t e r ac t i on model for i n e l a s t i c sca t t e r ing is s imi la r 
to the o p t i c a l model for e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g . 
iC and TsT are s t rongly absorbed p a r t i c l e s in nuclear 
matter and the mean free path i s the order of 1 fm [ 3 ] . Therefore, 
the reac t ion K"n —• > A "TC"* i s loca l i zed in the nuclear surface 
and the e f fec t ive neutron number for the one-step process on 
the inner she l l s i s s t rongly reduced as compared to t h a t of 
the outer s h e l l . The cont r ibu t ion for the process comes from 
a th in r ing of the nuclear sur face . From simple geometry one 
can see t h a t the volume of the r ing depends on the mean free 
path and not on the nuclear radius* Therefore, the cross sect ion 
for the one s tep-process i s expected to be A-independent. 
This i s supported by the r e s u l t of the ca l cu la t ion by 
Bouyssy [7]« But in an a l t e r n a t i v e ca l cu la t ion by Da l i t z and 
CsaX [8] and Epstein [9] the c ross - sec t ion became much l a rge r 
than the experimental values and also strong A-dependence was 
found. This does not r e f l e c t the physical p i c t u r e . 
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4.2 Dis to r t ed Wave Impulse approximation (DWIA) 
In the ea r ly sevent ies [ l O , l l ] » the plons emitted in 
the (TCfiT) r eac t ions on ce r t a in nucle i were successful ly 
analysed in counter experiments, and the peak s t ruc tu re s in 
the e x c i t a t i o n spect ra a t 0^ were observed. Since then, 
the spect ra for a number of l i g h t and heavy hypernuclei have 
been obtained and typ ica l examples are shown In f igures ( i2) 
and ( 1 4 ) . The narrow peaks due to p a r t i c u l a r A p a r t i c l e -
neutron hole s t a t e s (^n"" ) dominate the spectrum. The expla-
nat ion of the narrow peaks required a microscopic theory which 
takes in to account the p a r t i c l e hole e x c i t a t i o n . One of the 
commonly used approaches i s the d i s t o r t e d wave impulse approxi-
mation (DWIA) which i s described below. 
In ( K " , U") r eac t ion the DWIA was f i r s t applied by 
Hiifner, Lee and Weidenraullar [ 3 ] . The elementary strangeness 
exchange reac t ion on a neutron was considered to be a one step 
process (equiva len t to the process occuring in free space) . 
The incoming kaon beam and outgoing pion were con«5idered to be 
d i s t o r t e d by the presence of nucleon in the entrance and e x i t 
channel . Hufner e t a l . ca lcu la ted the d i s t o r t i o n from the 
op t i ca l model po t en t i a l taking eikonal approximation. Under 
the approximation mentioned in the l a s t para , t\ye c ross -sec t ion 
i s wr i t t en as the product of elementary cross sect ion ( f e - ) ^ ^ ^ 
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for the reaction iC + n > A + ^" ^"^ ^^ ® effective number 
of neutrons N x^ of the target and is given by 
where 
^eff " l \ " ^ ^ r X ^ ' l ^ U ( J ) ^ ( r>-^ j ) | i> 'X "^  ( r ) d r | ^ . . . (4.5) 
WhereY and X.. are the optical model distorted waves 
n k 
with proper boundary conditions; |i> denotes the state of a 
doubly closed shell target nucleus^ | \ > describes hypernucleus 
Ip - Ih excitation where the f inal An" state has quantum 
numbers (J„) - (A.lpjp ® n ( Lj,i^)'^)J +» with ( ^ and jp 
as the orbi ta l and to ta l angular momentum^ respectively of A 
p a r t i c l e . Thus N^££ contains the information about nuclear 
structure and depends on the optical potential for kaon and 
pion, and varies with the scattering angle, uj;^ '^ i s the 
U-spin operator transforming a neutron into a A and vanishing 
on a proton* 
Taking the beam direction as the axis of quantization, 
one may write 
( - ) . . . . (+) L~ 0 y ' ( r ) X , ( r ) - . ? Y4n(:^-hi) i J ( r ) Y L { x ) , , . . ( 4 . 6 ) 
^n ^k t=0 ^ 
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Where ( x | • r and x i s a unit vector in the direction of 
X, So, the r e c o i l l e s s A -production proceeds via the exchange 
of angular momentum L, and only the natural parity s tates can 
be exc i ted . 
Using angular momentum algebra, equation (4»2) for 
e f fec t ive number of neutron simplif ies to 
N,„ - (2M) (2J,*1) (2V1)( J;^ i / 2 o) " j ' ' " •••'^•'* 
where 
/ - 2 
Fj(q) - | < n ^ l j j j (q i ) |n^ ^ „ > | . . . ( 4 , 8 ) 
i s cal led the form factor and involves the radial overlap of 
the A and n wave function with kaon and plon distorted 
waves* 
/ 2 2 
Fj(q) = ( ( r dr R (r) R ^^(r) 7 j (qr ) ) , . . . ( 4 . 9 ) 
In the absence of any distortion jj(qr) becomes equal to 
the spherical Bessel function jj(qr). 
The momentum transfer q becomes zero (q^ :: 0) for 
9^ « 0; near the magic momentum, only ^Q^^I) differs from 
zero for q « 0 in the PWA. This situation does not essentially 
change even when distortion is taken into account. So, only O"*" 
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s tates dominate for e^ « 0®» With the increase of ©j^  , q 
becomes larger and the form factors Fj(q) for J ^ 0 also 
become important* 
For equation ( 4 . 3 ) , one must supplement the se lect ion 
rule V "*• ^n "*" ^ " even, so that only natural parity s tates 
« « (-) are exci ted. 
For distorted waves, one should solve non-re la t iv i s t l c 
Schrodinger equation or r e l a t i v i s t i c Klein~Goodon equation with 
an optical model potent ia l . But to simplify the calculation 
Hvifner e t a l . got the solution for distorted waves with help 
of eikonal approximation which i s val id at high energy. The 
optical model potent ials used were expanded in powers of nuclear 
density Al (r) and the expansion was terminated to lowest 
order in J ( r ) . The optical potential has the form 
^ bn p 
V ^ ) " " " ^ ^ ^ - (1 - ittjj) Aj ( r ) , . . . ( 4 . 1 0 ) 
b 
bn 
where b stands for e i ther pion or kaon; cr is the isospin 
averaged b-nucleon cross-section', K. and E. are the momentum 
and tota l energy of the particle b, and o. i s the rat io of 
the real to imaginary parts of the forward scattering amplitude, 
and was chosen as a free parameter. 
With these consideration the distorted waves in eikonal 
approximation are given by 
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\ " ( r ) « exp ( - i"? . t - i \ ^ I U {t ,zM dz ' ) . . . (4.11a) 
X / " ( r ) « exp a t . t - i \ ; * / U^ (13^  , z ' ) d z ' ) . . . (4.11b) 
The Z-d i rec t ion coincides with the d i r e c t i o n of p^ and Y , 
fcf i s the component of x orthogonal to z - d i i e c t i o n , \? . 
and'U^ are the v e l o c i t i e s of pion and kaon r e spec t ive ly , and 
U^ and U are the respec t ive op t i ca l model p o t e n t i a l s . 
The product of the d i s t o r t e d wave functiorjs of the K" 
and n" i s given by 
-kn 
exp( iq . r ) exp[- ^ <f (1 - ia^^) j r ( b , z ) d z - ^ ^"'"^"(1 + ian) 
f ( b ' ,z)dz) . . . (4.12) 
^ 
Here f ("? ) - ) ("^ ,z) i s the nuclear densi ty noimalized to 
mass number A. 
F i r s t Hijfner and l a t t e r on Bouyssy [7] found tha t the 
r e s u l t s are not very sens i t ive to the difference between K"n 
and w^n cross sec t ions and they took these to be equal i . e . 
-KN UN 
The fac tor exp [ - 5 0^T(b)] , where T(b) « ( f ( r ) d z . 
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i s cal led the damping factor . Bouyssy computed the single 
part ic le s tates of ^ from an energy-independent shel l model 
potential 
s.o-* . / lf»^\^ 1 df(r) 
U (r) . . D , f ( r ) + U , ^ [. 7 ( — - ) i — - , . . . (4.13) 
A It ur 
- 1 
where f (r) • [1 + exp (r-R)/a] . . . . ( 4 . 1 4 ) 
1/3 
with R = r ( A - 1 ) and the diffuseness parameter a = 0.6 fm. 
The value of A-we l l depth D^ , deduced from the experimental 
peak posit ion in 0 (K*, n") 0 reaction i s found to be 
( 2 8 + 3 MeV for r^ = 1.1 fm 
D = <J . . . ( 4 . 1 5 ) 
1^ 25 + 3 MeV for r^ « 1.2 fm 
The spin orbit potential ufl® was obtained from the separat ion 
-1 ^'^^ -J ,^ 
of the peaks (IP3/2 ^P3/2^ ^ ^"^ ^^^1/2 '^1/2^ ° keeping 
the residual interaction f i x e d : ( f i g . 15) They obtained 0 
spectra from 
"AA * ^^-^ ^ ^-^^ "NA • . . . (4.16) 
,s.o where U^A i s the strength parameter for nuclp»on-?iucleon spin 
orbit potential which i s an order of magnitude smaller than 
N-nucleus case. Thus A-nucleus spin o r b i t forc<^ is qui te weak 
which i s also indirect ly supported by weak A N spin o i b l t force 
using quark gluon structures of baryons. 
hS 
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The AN r e s i d u a l i n t e r ac t ion was taken of the form 
where 
D^fd^x f( v')/A . . . (4.18) 
The separat ion energy of the neutron taking pa r t in the reac t ion 
were taken from (p,d) experiments [12] and tha t of A » were 
ca lcu la ted using the p o t e n t i a l given by equation ( 4 , 1 1 ) . Some 
typica l r e s u l t s are given in fab le ( 4 . 1 ) . 
12 - - 12 Angular d i s t r i b u t i o n measurements of C ( K , n ) C 
reac t ion spectrum were done in Brook-haven AGS, and ijie theore-
t i c a l study was made by Dover e t a l . [ I 3 j using DWIA, for 
inc ident kaon momentum Pigu = 800 MeV/c and ©i^i^ <, 19^. 
They found the ground s t a t e (^Sj^/j " 5 ^ 2 ) ^ ~ ^* ^^  ~ ^^ ^^^ 
to dominate over the s t a t e ^^ ^i/o ^^'2/2^^'^* 
Their ca l cu l a t i on improved the spectroscopic information 
about hypernuclear s t a t e s and disclosed the spin '3ssignraent for 
the s t a t e s J ^ 0 . They also found the spin f l i p unnatural 
p a r i t y s t a t e s to be very weakly populated a t f i n i t e angles and 
vanishes a t 0. «» 0 , The d i s t o r t e d waves for the K and n" 
were generated from a loca l op t i ca l po t en t i a l V(r) of the form 
V(r) « - (p / 2 E J b^ r ( r ) . . . (4.19) 
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2 2 1/2 
where E « {m^, + Piab^  ^^^ P(r) is the nuclear density, 
which was taken from the expression 
2 2 2 2 
)(r) • />(1 + 4r /3b ) exp (-r /b ) ... (4.20) />(r) Y 
with b a 1.68 fm» from re f . [ 1 4 ] . The r e s u l t s of t h e i r ca lcu la -
t ion together with the experimental r e s u l t s are shown in f i g . ( 1 6 ) . 
Hiifner [3] suggested some cor rec t ions to DWIA. The f i r s t 
co r rec t ion according .to him i s t ha t the eikonal d i s t o r t e d waves 
which are obtained from op t i ca l po t en t i a l for one-step process 
can not take into account the r e s c a t t e r i n g and the nuclear exc i -
t a t i on e f f e c t s . This may be corrected by replacing the d i s to r t ed 
waves which may be obtained by so lu t ion of coupled channel equa-
t i o n s . His second sugges+^n i s to add a spin term in the eleme-
ntary amplitude which i s neglected in DWIA. Only for forward 
d i r e c t i o n the spin term wi l l not con t r i bu t e , but for other angles 
i t may contr ibute* Third point i s t ha t the energy momentum 
r e l a t i o n s h i p for a p a r t i c l e within a nucleus i s d i f f e r e n t from 
tha t of free space and t h i s should be corrected by off she l l 
and binding energy e f f e c t s . Las t ly , he proposed for a correc t ion 
of two-step process for an intermediate E-hyperon which may be 
formed in ( 1 ^ , «"") r e a c t i o n s . 
: 69 
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4.3 Distorted wave ftorn approximation (DWBA) 
DWIA is applicable to inelastic scattering at energies 
above 100 MeV* At lower energies, the approximation most 
frequently used is the distorted wave Born approximation (to be 
abbreviated as DWBA)• 
In general» Born series does not converge* Even for 
simple potential scattering, there are conditions to be speci-
fied in order to ensure convergence of the series. The situation 
is quantitatively more severe for the scattering and reaction of 
composite systems. DWBA is a meaningful first order Born appro-
ximation to the transition matrix element T^ for direct 
pa 
reactions in the distorted wave approximation for channel (a,p). 
Taking the Born series for the wave function in the incident 
channel a which is modulated by some potential V(^,^ ) [where 
\ represents all the relevant internal coordinates of the 
target) one can get a series for the transition amplitude for 
the distorted wave. The first term of this series is called 
the distorted wave Born approximation, and is given by [15] 
T (k',lc) «f(dr)X'"* (1C^', 1?) P {x)y^ a^-p) . . . {A.21) 
fi > fi ^ 
where the function P( r ) i s given by 
P (r) « (• |V(?,r ) | (t) ) 
fi f J i 
. . . (4.22) jdf P^,V(?.|) 
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and P i s regarded as the e f fec t ive i n t e r ac t ion for incident 
f i 
pa r t i c l e -nuc leus s c a t t e r i n g . I t i s su i t ab le to use the Wigner-
Eckart theorem, with the multipole expansion of the i n t e r ac t ion 
p o t e n t i a l to ge t the matrix element in the form 
T « V(J4M< LM | J M )T . . . (4.23) 
f i A ^ f f LM 
where 
- L /" -* M* + 
T - i A d ^ X ( J ^ ^ ^ ) F ( r ) YL ( r ) X i t ^r")... (4.24) 
LM L \ f L ^ i 
In order to evaluate the matrix element T , the p a r t i a l wave 
LM 
expansions for the d i s t o r t e d wave functions i s made as 
X " ( ^ . ^ ) - 5 . 1 ^ [411 ( 2 l + l ) ] e ''''jiiKt) YICT ) . . . (4.23) 
X" ( t \ t ) - 4 « T i ' exp( . i<r, ) f . , ( k ' r ) y " (k« ) , . . . (4.25) 
^ P L L C 
where a^ i s the coulomb phase s h i f t , and angular coordinates 
of k* are (9,(1)), where 9 i s the s c a t t e r i n g angle . 
The d i f f e r e n t i a l c ross - sec t ion i s obtained by taking 
the sum over the f i na l s t a t e s M. and the average over the 
I n i t i a l s t a t e s M^, 
: 72 : 
—75) r" "I L (J) M, LMlJJUj T 1 . . . (4.: 
Auerbach [16] e t a l . modified and used the DWBA to the r e l a t l -
v l s t l c description for K" and n" propagation. In (K7 n") 
reaction mechanism to study the coherent n -—>A trans i t ions . 
To obtain the absolute cross-sect lons for the coherent s t a t e s , 
they used ferml averaged amplitudes [17] for (K* N), (n" N) 
and ( K " , TT) elementary processes. 
To obtain the optical potent ia l , they f i t t ed the K*" 
and iT e l a s t i c scattering data on the nucleus. In the lab 
frame the (K*", 11") reaction cross section may be written as 
do (S. / '^k)^^ B ^ 
— " ^ u5 1^  5 5 l^if I ' -' ^^-27) 
^ - ^ (2iiR C ) (E^^^) 
where "[JE Is the product of energies of the K", VT t a r g e t A 
and residual hypernucleus In the baryceublc system, and K 
and Kj^  are the man«j-body baryceublc momentum ( f i g . r ; ) 
(Baryceublc system Is a coordinate system in which p! + p^ = 0 , 
where p^ and p^ each l i e s along a given l ine of rectangular 
system (that Is P^ x p^  = O)) . 
The transit ion amplitude in many body system including 
d i s t o r t i o n i s given by 
: 73 ! 
( 0 ) 
' K A ' ^ X H ^ 
M r -
- 1 _ i M - , 
(b) 
Fig.17, Notation (in the barycent r ic system) 
for the d iscuss ion of (K~,n") reac t ion 
with C as nuclear core of the (A-1) 
spectator nucleons. 
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X X ' * ' ( I . ^KA^ < > ' ' - , „ c < V , , d V , , 4 V . , . . . (4.28) 
where (|)-(^ ) I4'«(>^ ) ^^ the second-quantized f i e ld operator 
destroying a neutron and crea t ing a ( A ) a t the point a t x{y). 
The d i s t o r t e d waves in terms of p a r t i a l wave expansion i s given 
as 
X ^^ k'^ ^ ^ r r I - ' ^ < '^-)Y..(K,) Y, (r). . . (4.29) 
X it,,t)~^Z^i r,(Vr)Y('S,)Y,J(^) •••(^ •30) 
The p a r t i a l wave u. (r) were ca lcula ted from the Klein-Gordon 
equation* The ca l cu l a t i ons were performed using the programme 
CHUCK [ 2 ] . The hypernuclear Hamiltonian was expressed in the 
form 
H^- H^ + Hy + Vj^ y, . . . (4.31) 
where H^ i s the Hamiltonian for the nuclear core , H i s the 
s i n g l e - p a r t i c l e Hamiltonian for the hyperon and Vj-y represents 
: 75 : 
the residual interaction of the hyperon with the nucleons. 
The hypernuclear states were written in the shell model basis 
states in a weak coupling representation as 
^l«c ^ c ^ c ® Jy Y • J T >j , ... (4.32) 
where o. J_ T. label intermediate coupled, core wave functions 
V C C 
of Cohen and Kurath and J Y lab61 angular momentum and isospin 
of hyperon and J,T i s the t o t a l angular momentum and isospin 
of hypernucleus* 
For K* and n" op t i ca l p o t e n t i a l s they used the same 
r ea l and imaginary geometry but s l i g h t l y d i f f e ren t p o t e n t i a l s . 
They concluded t h a t e f fec t ive K'N and n"N in t e r ac t i ons are 
extremely short ranged, a t l e a s t a t 800 MeV/c p r o j e c t i l e momentum-
The DWBA ca l cu l a t i ons were performed spec ia l ly for p-she l l 
nypernucle i . They found tha t r a the r weak, bas ica l ly Wigner type 
cen t r a l i n t e r a c t i o n together with one-body spin o rb i t 'Spli t t ing 
give qui te s a t i s f ac to ry r e s u l t s . The configurat ion mixing leads 
to a dynamical symmetry in hypernuclei which are forbidden in 
ordinary nucle i by the Pau l i p r i n c i p l e . Auerbnch e t a l . [2] 
analysed the experimental data on Be, C, N, 0 in d e t a i l . 
A A A / \ 
The f inding on sp in - sp in , space exchange and sp in -o rb i t i n t e r -
ac t ions for A, N were cons i s t en t with the e a r l i e r DWIA ca lcu la -
t i o n s . With the v a r i a t i o n of incident pion angle, there becomes 
a corresponding energy s h i f t of the peaks pos i t ion in the spect-
rum of (K*", vT) r e a c t i o n s . This observat ion of the spectrum was 
used to obtain c o n s t r a i n t s on the spin o r b i t s p l i t t i n g (£.^0.5MeV) 
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4.4 Glauber's multiple scattering theory 
In the domain of medium and high energies, the path of 
the project i le may be assumed to be a straight l ine and the 
semi-class ical method for the quantum scattering problem takes 
a rather simple form. Glauber [18] e t a l . studied and developed 
this straight l ine approach which i s also known as eikonal 
approximation, for medium and high energy scattering problems 
and the model i s known in the l i terature as the Glauber model. 
This model involves the basic two-body interaction in terms of 
the two body amplitudes, which are f a i r l y rel iably known at the 
energies under consideration. 
To i l lus tra te the approximation used, l e t us assume that 
the interaction between the incident part ic le and single nucleon 
i s spin-independent and spherically symmetric. 
Let us consider the scattering of a particle of mass m 
from a central f i e ld V ( r ) . We shall take the energy of the 
incident particle to be 
i^t' 
2m 
. . . (4 .33) 
where k represents the propagation vector of the incident 
wave [19]. Thus the problem is to solve the Schrodinger 
equation 
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2 ^ 2 2m 
(V + T? ) l|j(r) = - 7 r V ( r ) iKr) , . . (4.34) 
h 
subject to the boundary condition that at large distances from 
the region occupied by the potent ial , the wave function has the 
asymptotic form 
it .t « 
l|l(r) :ij e + f(©) . . . (4.35) 
r 
i . e . the sum of the incident plane wave and the outgoing 
spherical wave with scattering amplitude f ( e ) . 
Now we wi l l formulate integral equation which expresses 
the content of the d i f ferent ia l equation as well as the boundary 
condition. As a f i r s t step in formulating the integral equation 
we define the Green's function as a solution of the inhomogeneous 
wave equation 
( V -f k ) G ( ^ ^ ) = - 5 - ^ ^ ^ - "^ ' ) • • • ^'^•36) 
h 
Thus we can write the expression ^jj(r) as 
IT?.? iY .Y f ^ ^ ^ 
llF^(r) « e + J G^(^.r^) V (1?') llJ,^(r>Odr; 
2m iMi^-r""! / . ^. 
where G(r ,1^ * n • / r -r'^ M . 
4%\r ' - - * -^—-
. . . (4 .37) 
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To see that the above solution has correct asymptotic behaviour, 
we note that for large r, 
r 
Comparing with equation (4.35) we get the expression for 
scattering amplitude as 
f(k>;T?') « -
2nh' 
m ( -IT? .T 
e V(r*) l|!(?)d? ... (4.39) 
Hence, the evaluation of the scattering amplitude require 
only the knowledge of the wave function, 'llJ^ )^ i" ^^^ 
region where V(^) ^ 0. 
But it is difficult to obtain an analytic solution of 
the wave equation* Therefore, some approximation method for 
obtaining the scattering amplitude is required. 
In the domain of high energies, if the energy E of the 
incident particle is such that it greatly exceeds the interaction 
potential 'V*, and the associated wavelength is much 
smaller than the characteristic size 'a* of the interaction, 
i.e. 
V/E < < 1, K^ > > 1, ... (4.40) 
it is reasonable to assume that the incident particle follows 
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almost straight l ine trajectory along the incident direct ion. 
In other words i t i s a good approximation to assume tha t the 
wave f unction 
il? "? 
i . e . the product of the incident plane wave and ? factoi which 
modulates i t ; f ( r ) i s a slowly varying function to be 
determined. 
Using the above expression for ^Af ) in eq„ (^.34) , 
2 ^ 
we get the expression for V f ^[S^^ ^^ 
V r'l'k(r) = -k e y * ( r ) + 2 i k e P ( r j + e V f (r) 
Asf (r) is a slowly varying function, one can , 
neglect ^  ^ f (r). 
^ l|M:r) +T?^ e ^ (r) = 2ik e f (r) 
2 2 ilc^  "P 
or (V + k ) 1|J(?) = 2il? e * f (r) ... (4.43) 
Comparing with equation (4.34) 
2iT? e v / (1? )^ « ~ r V(^ ) e f (^ ) 
h 
or tvf it) . - i ^ V(^)f it) 
h^ 
If 1^  11 z fig* (18) then we can write 
t ^t ^\ 
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un It vector along Tc 
we get , 
f (b + kz) me 
-im/kh /"^ 
V(b^ + kz')dz' 
'-ci 
. . . (4.44) 
Thus, we can write the expression for the s ca t t e r ing amplitude 
as 
i{t,t*) m 
2i ih' / 
( i(T?-tO.(b>+k2) , - i / h . ^^  
e V(kr+kz) e V ( y ^ - k z ) d z . 
d7. d b . 
;ubstituting b dz, we get 
f(k>.T?') m 
iq^.r" ( - i /Kv . 
2iili e 
V(r)| '^V(^)a z'f dr^ . . . (4.45) 
For small ©, q , "j^  » q^  . b^  
^ . r^  = ^ . ( t + kz) 
« ^ . T? + •? .kz 
. ? • b> 
"? . kz = (1? - T? ). kz 
= (k - k Cos 9) z 
« 2k( Sln^ e/2) z 
2 for small 9 , 
= 2k(© / 2 ) z Sin ©^^ -e, 
« e .kz i^ o 
: 81 
Fig .18 . Straight l ine trajectory along the directior 
of incident plane wave. 
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The energy conservation requires that 
|T?' I • |T? I, so that for small s ca t t e r ing angles the 
vector jT? - K' \ i s approximately perpendicular to K . I t 
wi l l have no longitudinal component 
e ;:;^  1 . . . (4.46) 
we get 
(? ) 
^ _^ il? . Kt-T^M."^ - i / ^ v V(b^*k7)dz jd b 
f(T?,T?' ) »— ( e [1-e 
. . . (4.47) 
Writing 
^•° 
-)(^(b) « - i A v J V(b^ + kz)dz . . . (4.48) 
we get the expression (2.12) as 
,->x ^^ ( J 2 ) i t .b^ , iX(b)^ 
f ( ? ) « — d b e [ l - e ] . . . (4.49) 
2 i i / 
The quantity X ( b ) is known as the phase shift function. 
Introducing a new function 
r-T i'5C(b) 
Rb) = 1-e ... (4.50) 
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,(t) . fj-d'^^.^'^'^rcb). ...(4.^) 
2K 
where Y'ib) is known as the profile function. The two 
dimensional inverse Fourier transform of P (b) is 
"^^ • q . . . (4.52) 1 / icT .tr . 
r (b) - — ^ f e f(?)d 2iilT? 
For a spherically symmetric potential we may write eqn. (4.49) 
in the form 
f(T?.t' ) = ilc^  (jo{\t't'\.b) (1-e )b. db, - . . (4.53) 
^ -V 1 / ' ' ' ' i(T?-k>).b 
where X(|T? - i r | .b) = e cKji . . . (4.54) 
° 2n •'o 
denotes the zeroth order Bossel function. 
Next, we consider the more realistic problem of scattering 
by a system which posses internal degrees of freedom. For this 
type of problem, Glauber took advantage of the fact that the 
motion of nucleon which is part of a scattering nucleus is 
characteristically rather slow in comparison to that of a high 
energy incident particle. The approximation was made that, the 
scattering nucleons are frozen in their instantaneous positions 
during the passage of the incident particle through the nucleus. 
Analysis of this approximation shows that this amounts to neg-
lecting the energy communicated to the target nucleon by the 
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incident par t i c l e . 
Let us imagine the coordinates of the target nucleons 
for the moment to have the fixed values "t^^ r^. Then 
the wave which represents the incident particle , when i t passes 
through the system wi l l accumulate a to ta l phase s h i f t which 
depends on the coordinates "?. r^, as well as on the 
impact parameter vector T? . If we write t h i s phnse s h i f t 
function as P*^* t ^^ * rj** • • • • • • ^ ) 9"^ introduce the 
function 
P t o t ^ ^ ^ ^1 A^^  = 1 - e x p [ i X ( b \ x , . . . . r ^ ) , 
. . . (4.55) 
then the scattering amplitude for the fixed confiqviration of 
the nucleons would be, 
ik 9 
— exp[i (Tc'-T? ) , t T t o t ^ ^ ' ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ . . . ( 4 . 5 6 ) 
We may take account of the fact that the nucleons are not 
rigidly fixed in the positions t*^  r^ by noting 
that P ^Q^(» f r^«...... r^) can be regarded as an operator 
which induces changes in the state of the nucleus through its 
dependence on the nucleon coordinates, much as it changes the 
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momentum state of the incident part ic le through i t s dependence 
on the coordinate D . 
The scattering amplitude then for a particular nuclear 
transit ion i s simply the matrix element of the eqn. (A,^b) taken 
between the appropriate nuclear s t a t e s . The amplitude for a 
c o l l i s i o n process in which the incident p a r t i c l e suffers a 
deflect ion from momentum Kk to nk' while a t a i q e t nucleus 
makes a transit ion from the i n i t i a l state | i> to the f ina l 
state |f> may therefore be written as 
F (T? T?' ) « — fexp [i {t - 1? ).t] 
f i ' 2n J 
X <f| P tot ^^ »^ ^1 "^ A' 1^ ^ '- '^^ -^ '^ ^ 
I'he i n i t i a l state | i> wi l l ordinarily be a nuclear giound 
s ta te , but the f inal state j f > may be the ground s t a t e for 
the case of e l a s t i c scattering or any excited s t a t e including 
those with unbound nucleons when the scattering i s i n e l a s t i c . 
Let us assume, that the total interaction between the 
incident particle and the target nucleus i s the sum of the 
individual interactions ( f i g . 19) . 
V ( ^ ) - 21 yAt - •?.) . . . (4.58) 
So that the total phase functions i s given by 
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Fig.19. Scattering of a projectile Icaon with 
the target nucleon located at 
the impact parameter ("S^- "t^)» 
tj^ with 
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1 f 
^ (- 1 ) j Vj(b - Sy Z)dZ 
j -o« 
» ^"X (^  - •?}), ••• (4.59) 
J ^ 
where A is the number of nucleons in the target nucleus and 
SJ are the projections of the nucleon coordinates r. on a 
plane perpendicular to K • 
If the nucleons are fixed in position, we ran evaluate 
the total scattering simply by evaluating the expr^'-'slon 
ik / i^ .t i I . X ( ^ - S*,)d"b 
F(q) = — e (1 - e 3 
2n J 
= — j e r (b^, S\ s'^)d b ,., (4.60) 
We now use th i s equation to demonstrate that the a'^ldit.ivity 
of phase function implies a f in i te multiple s ca t t e r ing s e r i e s 
for the scattering amplitude. This ser ies i s called Glauber 
multiple scattering s e r i e s . 
We know, 
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Ik -r 2 i ^ . ^ „ ^ 
f(q) « — d b e r C ^ ) . 
2x ) 
where P ' ( F ) » 1 - e . . . (4.61) 
Using (4.60) we can write 
ik / 2 i ? .1? A 
F(q) r :— d b e [ l - S(b)] . . . (4.62) 
2n J 
v^here the S-matrix S(b) i s given by 
S(b) = [[ [1 - r (b^ -S".)] . . . (4.63) 
1 = 1 
A 
Now expanding the product S(b) a s , 
A 
s( b) « 1 . L r (b> - ?.) ^ ELrr ( '^ - ^ j^ 
r r (1? - S"^  ) + , A terms . . . (4.61) 
A 
»ow substituting this expansion of S( b) in equation (4.'^^), 
we may easily obtain. 
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F(q) - L Fj(q) 
J--i 
F2(q) « Z. 
"^  anile j<k 
1 / 2 2 i(q4.r. -^  q^.r ) 
f(qi) f(q2) (q - qi - ^2^ + ••» '^^ •^ 2) 
The first term corresponds to the coherent scattering from a 
distinct nucleon ; the second describes the successive scattering 
from the nucleons, and so on. The absence of repe'^ t/^ d indices 
in any term corresponds to the absence of rescatterlng in the 
model. Thus we see that eikonal representation gives dixectly 
the multiple scattering structure for the amplitude ,. 
Use of Glauber theory to calculate angular distributions for 
strangeness exchange reactions 
The 'strangeness exchange reactions' are the most 
important tool to understand the identified states in hyper-
nuclei. The angular distributions of the excited states of 
hypernuclei formed through (K", n") reactions known experimen-
tally. The variation in angles (0°-^ 5°) for the outgoing pions 
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causes the v a r i a t i o n of momentum t r ans fe r ' q* . 
If the momentum of the inc ident K" i s taken large 
and the s ca t t e r ing angles small Glauber ' s mult iple s ca t t e r i ng 
approach may be applied to ca lcu la te the d i f f e r e n t i a l c ro s s -
sect ion ^ , for the {iC, vT) r eac t ion [ 3 ] . 
I t i s wr i t t en as» 
.2 . . 2 
do- Pk / 2 if.t 
< A I \'{b, S^ S^) 
. . . (4.63) 
/  Icf . b 
= Z^ I d b e  X  r ( b , , J li>l 
Here | i> and | X > are the i n i t i a l ordinary nuclear t a rge t 
s t a t e and the f i n a l hypernuclear s t a t e respec t ive ly and p. i s 
the inc ident kaon momentum in CM, frame. The p rof i l e function 
r* may be wr i t t en a s , 
r - i ^ (1 - r K-N (^ - ^i))r ^-N)--^.>'^ ''"' 
A 
^ .rr (1 - r ^ - N (^ - s'j)). . . . ( 4 . 6 4 ) 
This t o t a l p ro f i l e function contains e l a s t i c K-N s c a t t e r i n g , 
the s trangeness exchange process KTN *» TC"/, and r^'W 
e l a s t i c c o l l i s i o n s 
Expanding and arranging equation ( 4 . 6 4 ) , we get 
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+ ] . . . (4.65) 
Here the f i r s t term i s H (b^ - S^ „) 
K"N • u A 
and this corresponds to a direct strangeness exchange reaction 
without any distortion in the incident and outgoing channel. 
The second term 7 L T - (It^ -f ) T . (b^  - "^ i) 
, , , L--J (K'N >ii A ) " K N 
corresponds to a s t rangeness exchange reac t ion along with an 
e l a s t i c K**N reac t ion i . e . the d i s t o r t i o n in tho inc ident 
channel only and so on. The p ro f i l e function Y^^ in equation 
(4,64) are r e l a t ed to the elementary amplitude f^(q) [19] by 
1 / 2 -i"?.b* 
r {t) ^ d q e fC^) . . . ( 4 . 4 6 ) 
r 2nik J ^ 
Here r stands for meson-nucleon s c a t t e r i n g 
ITN > K"N, TI"N > ii""N 
or the K'N ——> n"A reac t ion and k Is the '_ '.. nion:ntj turn. 
: «2 
The Gaussian pararaetrization of the amplitude i s given by (2) 
2 2 
ik<r(l - ia) -P q / 2 
f(q) = e . . . (4.67) 
4w 
For this parameterization, profi le function P (b) i s given 
by 
2 2 
cj(l - ia) - b /2p 
rr (b) « i5 e . . . (4.68) 
4iiA^ 
The e l a s t i c amplitudes for K!"N and TTH change slowly and 
to simplify the calculation the mean value was taken by 
Hufner e t a l . [20] as 
-1 -1 
f ( 0 ) . K,, « f . ( 0 ) . K 
K"N ^ % n ^ 
The (T are the isospin averaged total cross sections for K""N 
and TTH reactions and a* s are the ratios of the real to 
Imaginary parts of the forward elastic amplitudes. 
The spin zero doubly closed target nucleus (I.e. c or 
1 6 0) is suitable for calculation. The hypernucleai <;t;)te«-, are 
taken as (Ip - Ih) states. 
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CHAPTER V 
CALCULATION OF DISTORTION FACTOR 
: TJ : 
In the distorted wave approximation, there are two ways 
of calculating the cross-section of (K", n") reactions. In the 
first method one can take the eikonal distorted waves for K" 
and w" with harmonic oscillator wave function for A ^nd 
nucleons. In the second method the fully distorted waves for 
K" and It" with Wood-Saxon potential for and nucleons are 
taken* 
The calculation becomes very much complicated for fully 
distorted waves due to a large number of partial waves required 
in the process* whereas eikonal distorted waves gives an expre-
ssion for *Form factor' which greatly simplifies the calculation. 
Eikonal distorted waves are obtained from a complex 
energy dependent optical potential for K~ and n"» This form 
of distorted waves were used by Hufner et al. [l], Bouyssy [2] 
and by many others later on e.g. see the ref. [3,4j. 
The damping factor for eikonal distorted wav*>s used by 
Bouyssy et al. [2] is as follows: 
- /•i 
G(b,z) = exp [- i a T(b)] exp ( - i "a f ( r ) d z ' ) , . . . (^.1) 
-here T(b) i s given by the expression 
T(b) = f (r )dz . . . (r>,2) 
f (r) 
•o6 
'vith the density \ (r) of the nucleus normalized tn the miss 
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number of the t a r g e t and 
^ ^ h^\ + 5;), ^ I (^!<-^J» 
with 5 l ^ as the t o t a l isospin sv^eraqed pion (or kaon) nucleon 
cross section [5]» I t i s observed that the r e su l t s are not very 
sens i t ive to the d i f ferences of o. and 5' [ 2 ] , so we can put 
^ ss 0 , and the function G(b,z) becomes almost independent of 
z, for the inc ident momenta of \C in which we are i n t e r e s t e d . 
For C t a r g e t , we have taken the densi ty J ( r ) in the same 
form as was chosen by Dover e t a l . [4] with the expression 
f (r) = f ^ (1 + 4r /3o ) exp(- r / a ) , . . . (5.3) 
with a s 1*68 fm 
^2 ^ 2 ^2 
Using the expression for r as r = b + z , and making the 
integration over dz, we get an expression for T(b) as 
- b /o ^ 
T(b) « 0 . » 9 [2 .8 + 0 . 7 9 b ] . . . (5.4) 
and 
G(b.2) « Exp[- ^ S-Kb)] . . . ( 5 . 5 ) 
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With this expression our calculated distortion factor is 
shown in fig. (20). The value of thp distortion factor approaches 
unity for large 'b' as expected on physical grounds (no dis-
tortion) • 
Recently Hausmann et al. [6) has done some shell model 
calculations of A-hypernuclear spectr<^  from (it , K ) reactions. 
For light hypernuclei like X he used a uniform distortion facotor 
in the plane wave approximation as 
^dist ""4" t^ - '^^ '^ ^^  ® ''^ » ••• ^^ -^ ^ 
with X = R^  fp <r and f^ = 0.17 fm'^. 
12 He used R^  for C as 3.23 fm. For o" = 30.5 mb, we get 
eq 
the dis tort ion factor from Hausmann model as .355. We get the 
same distort ion factor from our calculation for an impact para-
meter equal to 1.31 fm. We can see from p lo t tha t within t h i s 
region the variation of distort ion with 'b' i s slow. With 
this theoretical background we l ike to t e s t the Hausmann* s 'b' 
independent distort ion model in C (K",II~) C reaction analysis . 
A 
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CHAPTER VI 
FUTURE PROGRAMME 
: ICX) : 
Most extensive study on (K .n' ) reac t ions has been done 
through DWIA« In DWIA calculation'-, , Uie nb'jolute value of for -
mation cross sect ion for (Krjn") T°'-'ction rlopends on the following 
input da ta : 
1 . Elementary free space cross-secMon for (K"**^") reac t ions 
2 . k"N > K'N e l a s t i c scat ter ir tq c r o s s - s e c t i o n . 
3 . u"*N •-' • '• > iTU e l a s t i c sca t t e r ing c r o s s - s e c t i o n s . 
But in the e a r l i e r experimental values of these input data there 
are l o t s of u n c e r t a i n t i e s . 
Hu'fner [ l ] used the elementary c ross - sec t ion for n(K",ti") 
roughly as 4 mb/sr for inc ident kaon momentum AOO MeV/c to 
800 MeV/c from reference[6]*But the same data in reference [2] 
i s found to be 2 .3 + 0 .5 mb/sr and in r e f . [3] as 0.95 + 0 .13 
mb/sr* This may give r i s e the uncer ta in ty by a factor of two* 
Now in the l i t e r a t u r e a new parametr izat ion [4] of the input 
data i s available from the analys is of improved experimental 
r e s u l t s * We would l i k e to see whether the use of these new 
input da ta can improve the r e s u l t s of the t o t a l ( K " , ! ! " ) c ros s -
s e c t i o n s . HUfner e t a l applied Glauber model in ( F T . I I ' ) react ion 
for a p a r t i c u l a r incoming kaon momentum (715 MeV/c), which 
r e s u l t s in a qui te good f i t to the experimental da ta , and were 
shown to be cons i s t en t with DWIA c a l c u l a t i o n . This needs to be 
fu r ther inves t iga ted for d i f fe ren t inc ident kaon momenta. We 
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would like to carry out this study* Recently, shell model 
calculation of (n^, K^) experimental spectra in DWIA has been 
done by Hausmann and Weise [5]. They used two distortion models 
which have analytical forms different from that of Hiifner et al 
for (iCfiT) reactions. We wish to use these two distortion models 
for {iCtiT) reactions and see how (K"",!!") is explained. In all 
the approaches of cross«>section calculation a quantitative fit 
to the experimental data is obtained under some approximation. 
So fitting of data can not ensure about the model, used in the 
calculation. To make a survey on the validity of shell model 
of the A -hypernuclei, we will analyse the new systematic expe-
rimental data on (K",ii") reactions using DWIA and Glauber multiple 
scattering approach. 
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